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Welcome,
to the 25nd edition of ‘AMES High’, which aims to keep customers and 
suppliers informed about major changes and developments at AMES in 
the Design, Production and CAMO fields.

Crew Rest Facilities
AMES has developed and delivered a variety of Crew Rest facilities for 
Long Range aircraft such as the B767 and A330. The fully customizable 
lightweight concept utilizes existing passenger seats (B/C for Flight Crew, 
Y/C for Cabin Crew) 
A simple PSU Rail attachment including curtain rails and top covers fully 
encloses the seat(s) using standard and optional “soundproof” curtain 
material. Due to the quick release pin attachment, the whole assembly may 
be removed within a turnaround giving the option to sell the seat for the 
next flight.

AMES Illuminated bicolour cabin dividers 
for EUROWINGS A330
Eurowings A330 commenced the first revenue flight with AMES parts on-
board! AMES developed and produced a bicolour illuminated Cabin divider 
for the entire Eurowings A330 fleet. This customized  part is designed to 
visually separate booking classes and perfectly integrates into the
modern interior branding concept of Eurowings.

New Products

For further details please contact us via e-mail on services@ames.co.at. or see our website on www.ames.aero.

CAMO News
AMES CAMO has received its new extended EASA approval and is now authorized to manage over 50 aircraft types,  
airworthiness reviews included. Our airworthiness review staff team has expanded further with Mr. Dave Tierney, 
Customer Support Manager Ireland and Mr. Michael Mayr working in our offices in Austria. This expansion increases 
our qualified review capacity to more than 12.000 hours per year, enabling AMES CAMO to offer flexible services at 
short notice.

AMES Production and Logistic Services receives Top award by the 
Provincial Government of Styria
AMES PLS our EASA certified Production Organisation was awarded as “Top of Styria” Production Company in November 
2015 for its outstanding innovations and performance. We are very honoured by this award for our good performance in 
past years. For the future we plan to increase our overall performance by doubling our production space in 2016. This will 
facilitate the development of new cabin products and will also support and improve our short lead times.

We wish you a  Merry Christmas and a successful  New Year!


